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1. Stability and Robustness

Current Large Language Models (LLMs) in a fine-tuning 
setup achieve high scores on data that resembles the 
training set. 


Prone to lack of stability and robustness when trained 
on noisy data! 


Problematic for safety-critical applications e.g. hate 
speech
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2. Definitional Building Block: Hate Speech 
Criteria (HSC) 3. Explicit vs. Implicit Definitions

Can we use a dataset’s definition as a proxy for what 
can be expected from model behavior and the 
generalization capabilities of a model? 


Imprecise definitions can be a spoilsport!


1. Identify for 6 different Hate Speech datasets which 
aspects of HSC are present in definition


2. Link challenge set instances to aspects from HSC 
and investigate overlap between expectations and 
actual performance


3. Analyze if similar definitions perform well in cross-
dataset evaluation
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4. Definitions Reflected in Model 
Behaviour?

No consistency between expected aspects from 
definition and actual model behavior. 


More precise definitions tend to perform better 
on the challenge set though! 

5. Weight Ensembling and Training Data 
Properties

Underspecification: trajectory of solution in loss 
landscape influenced by inherent randomness of 
training highly parameterized models with SGD


Ensembling may cause randomness to cancel out 

Can Stochastic Weight 
Averaging (SWA) 
improve stability and 
robustness in case of 
noisy data? 


How do different 
ensemble members 
contribute to the final 
model?

6. Data Manipulations and Evaluation 7. Influence of SWA

No consistent improvement in performance nor 
influenced by data manipulations


Compositionality: SWA largely follows majority vote


Noise in data can stem from different sources


Apply different data manipulations to two tasks and see 
for which ones SWA shows improvement: 

	 1. Class (Im)balance

	 2. Dataset Size

	 3. Spurious Correlations

	 4. Shortcuts 


Evaluate agreement (stability) with Fleiss’ Kappa 
between models

	 - Annotator : Models

	 - Annotations : Predictions


Use challenge set to evaluate robustness

8. Future Directions

More analysis on loss landscape and how this 
impacts the influence of SWA


What do spurious correlations and shortcuts mean 
for robust hate speech detection? 


Establish a link between what is in the data, what is 
captured by the model, and what is similar between 
the training data and unseen data


Where does the mismatch between definition and 
model behavior stem from? E.g. annotation 
differences, lack of coverage in data? 


How can this mismatch be corrected?

Source: Izmailov et al. (2018)


